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What we do 

 

 
We obtain all the material information from Police Scotland and the applicant.  We then use this to 
review how the complaint was dealt with and conclude whether the complaint was handled to a 
reasonable standard*.  In doing so, we consider factors such as: 
 

 whether Police Scotland carried out sufficient enquiries into the complaint;  

 whether Police Scotland’s response to the complaint was supported by the material information 
available; 

 whether Police Scotland adhered to the relevant policies, procedures and legal provisions in 
dealing with the complaint; 

 whether Police Scotland’s response was adequately reasoned; and 

 where the complaint resulted in Police Scotland identifying measures necessary to improve its 
service, that these measures were adequate and have been implemented. 

 
Finally, where we deem appropriate, we give reconsideration directions, make recommendations and 
identify learning points for Police Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Sections 34 and 35 of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 as amended (“the Act”) provide 

that the Police Investigations and Review Commissioner (“the PIRC”) may examine the manner in which particular kinds of 

complaints are dealt with by Police Scotland. 
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Executive Summary 
 

 

The Complaints 
 
The complaints in this case arose following the applicant’s contact with police officers on three separate 
occasions. We have reviewed the handling of three complaints, namely that:  
 

1. officers made a false allegation that the applicant made a racist comment; 
2. officers forced entry into the applicant’s property causing him financial loss; and 
3. false information was submitted to the Procurator Fiscal by the police about the applicant’s 

conduct. 
 

 
 
Police Scotland’s Decision 
 
Police Scotland did not uphold complaints 1 and 2, but upheld complaint 3.  
 

 
 

Our Findings 
 
We have found that Police Scotland handled all of the applicant’s complaints to a reasonable standard. 
We have determined that there is no further action required of Police Scotland in relation to these 
complaints. 
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Background 

 
 

In May 2014, Constables A and B attended the applicant’s home in relation to a report of an injured 
male. According to the attending officers, paramedics were in attendance treating the injured male 
when they arrived, and the applicant was agitated, loud, and heavily under the influence of alcohol. 
 
It is alleged that, during his interaction with the officers, the applicant made a racist comment. It is also 
alleged that, due to the applicant’s abusive behaviour, he was arrested and conveyed to a local police 
office. However, owing to his state of intoxication and abusive behaviour, the applicant was not 
cautioned and charged at that time. The applicant was subsequently prosecuted in respect of this 
incident and tendered a guilty plea to the charge libelled against him. 
 
On 22 May 2016, a male made a phone call to the police requesting an ambulance but did not provide 
his name or location. It was established that the mobile number used to make the call was previously 
used by the applicant from his home address. Paramedics were therefore sent to the applicant’s home 
address, but received no response when at the door. Officers were subsequently instructed to assist 
and entry was forced into the applicant’s home as there were concerns for his welfare. This was 
authorised by Sergeants C and D. According to the applicant, he did not make the phone call and was 
required to live at an alternative address owing to existing bail conditions.  
 
A further incident occurred in May 2016, when the applicant was involved in an altercation at his 
friend’s house. The applicant stated that he contacted the police and asked them to attend at his home 
address. Constables E and F were tasked to make enquiries into this incident and subsequently the 
applicant and another male were issued with a Fixed Penalty Notice. The applicant refused to pay the 
penalty and subsequent criminal proceedings were later abandoned by the COPFS.  
 
The applicant made three complaints about police on 28 August 2017 using their online form. The 
complaints were subsequently abandoned but were re-opened in June 2018. Sergeant G was 
appointed to investigate the applicant’s concerns. Sergeant G noted the applicant’s statement of 
complaint on 6 June 2018, with the Heads of Complaint form being agreed and signed on the same 
date. 
 
The applicant received a response to his complaints in a letter from Chief Inspector H dated 23 August 
2018.  
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Complaint 1 

 
 

The applicant complained that officers made a false allegation that he had made a racist comment. 

 
Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 1 (not upheld by the police) 
 
In his response, Chief Inspector H summarised the statements provided by the applicant and 
Constables A and B. Chief Inspector H said that, in his statement, the applicant said he could not 
remember why the officers had attended at his flat but that they concocted a reason to arrest him by 
accusing him of being racist to an Irish officer. Chief Inspector H said that the applicant told the officers 
his surname, that he is Catholic, and that he had a picture of Celtic on his wall. Chief Inspector H stated 
that the applicant said he read the police report and that, on the advice of his solicitor, had pled guilty. 
The applicant was upset about the content of the said report, as he did not consider himself racist.  
 
Chief Inspector H stated that, in his statement, Constable A said he was instructed to attend the 
applicant’s home in relation to a male with a head injury, and that on arrival, he noted that the applicant 
was heavily under the influence of alcohol and very agitated. Constable A said that he escorted the 
applicant into a separate room where the applicant noticed his accent and said “Yous Irish immigrants 
come over here and take all our jobs”. Constable A said that he took the applicant back into the living 
room, however he continued to be aggressive and verbally abusive which was the reason for his arrest. 
Constable A denied that his colleague had falsely accused the applicant of making a racist comment or 
that he asked the applicant if he had been racist to his friend. Constable A said he believed that, due to 
the applicant’s loud manner, his colleague would have heard him shouting the comment and that it was 
his opinion that the applicant should have been arrested for his behaviour.  
 
Chief Inspector H continued by stating that, in his statement, Constable B confirmed the reason why 
officers attended at the applicant’s address and that he said the applicant was heavily under the 
influence of alcohol when they arrived. Constable B said that his colleague removed the applicant to the 
bedroom but he could still hear the applicant being loud and abusive. Constable B said he overheard 
the applicant shout “Yous Irish immigrants come over and take our jobs” and that when they returned to 
the living room, the applicant continued to be abusive and hostile. Constable B denied that he made up 
a reason to arrest the applicant and that the applicant had clearly been racially abusive towards his 
colleague. Constable B also denied that he directed his colleague to arrest the applicant and merely 
informed him that he heard the racial comments and the continued verbal abuse. 
 
Chief Inspector H stated that both officers explained that the applicant was heavily intoxicated, agitated, 
verbally and racially abusive. This left the officers with no option other than to arrest him. Chief 
Inspector H stated that it was his determination that, based on the information presented to him, the 
complaint was not upheld. 

 
 
Our Review of Complaint 1 
 
Police Scotland has provided us with copies of the applicant’s statement, both officer’s statements, the 
Standard Prosecution Report (SPR), and the relevant Crime Report. 
 
We can confirm that Chief Inspector H’s response has accurately summarised the applicant’s 
statement. We note that, in his statement, the applicant said that one of the officers said to him “have 
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you just been racist to my Irish friend here?” and looked at his colleague for confirmation. However, 
both officers denied that such a comment was made.  
 
We can confirm that Chief Inspector H has also accurately summarised the content of the officers’ 
statements. Both officers said in their respective statements that the racist comment was made. 
Furthermore, we observe that the applicant elected to plead guilty to the charge libelled against him, 
which was a statutory racial breach of the peace.    
 
We consider that Chief Inspector H’s response could have been strengthened if he had explained to the 
applicant the balance of probabilities test, and why he preferred the position of the officers over that of 
the applicant. Nevertheless, we consider that Chief Inspector H’s response accurately reflects the 
material information available, which is overwhelmingly weighted in favour of the officers. 
Consequently, we are satisfied that this complaint was handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Complaint 2 

 

 
The applicant complained that officers forced entry to his property causing him financial loss. 

 
Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 2 (not upheld by the police) 
 
In his response, Chief Inspector H summarised the applicant’s statement by saying that the applicant 
had been bailed to his friend’s address due to him breaching bail conditions that had been previously 
set. The applicant stated that his friend went into his flat to obtain some property for him and that when 
he returned; he told the applicant that his front door had been broken and gave him a police calling 
card. The applicant stated that he went to the police station and was informed that the door was forced 
in order to check on his welfare as the police had received a call from him stating that he was going to 
kill himself. The applicant’s position is that he did not make the call and believed that officers should 
have attended his bail address instead. 
 
Chief Inspector H said that, in his statement, Sergeant C stated he was informed a male had called the 
police requesting an ambulance; however had terminated the call before providing a location and that 
all attempts of re-contacting that individual had failed. Sergeant C said that paramedics had attended 
the applicant’s address and requested police assistance to gain entry as there was no response and 
they were aware of the applicant feeling suicidal the previous month. Sergeant C stated that officers 
were instructed to attend the applicant’s address and that, on their arrival, they received no response 
from within the flat. The officers thereafter requested and were granted authorisation to force entry in 
order to check on the applicant’s welfare on the basis that he had requested an ambulance; that 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 1 
 
We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard.  
 
No further action is required of Police Scotland in relation to this complaint.   
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paramedics had knowledge of the applicant feeling suicidal; and that there was a concern for his 
welfare.  
 
Chief Inspector H also summarised Sergeant D’s statement Sergeant D had provided the same details 
as Sergeant C, and confirmed that forced entry had been authorised to establish the applicant’s welfare 
as preservation of life was his priority.  
 
Chief Inspector H continued by stating that Sergeant G had listened to the phone call and radio 
transmissions as part of the complaint enquiry. Sergeant G said that a male had contacted the police 
using a mobile number, which had previously been used by the applicant at his home address. 
Sergeant G said that the police control room staff contacted the ambulance service who directed 
paramedics to that location; but as they received no response on arrival, they contacted the police to 
advise them of this and said that a month earlier; they had attended the address as the applicant had 
been feeling suicidal. Sergeant G said that officers were directed to attend at the applicant’s address 
and received no response. They therefore requested authorisation to force entry to the applicant’s 
home, which was granted; however, the premises were empty and the door was thereafter re-secured.  
 
Furthermore, Chief Inspector H highlighted that the Forced Entry and Insecure Premises Standard 
Operating Procedure (SOP) states that, when the police force entry into a property, the responsibility 
rests with the owner/occupier and therefore, in the majority of cases, Police Scotland will not be liable 
for the costs. 
 
Chief Inspector H said that he acknowledged that the applicant had denied making the call to the police 
and was of the opinion that officers should have attended his bail address. However, given the nature 
of the call, the concerns from paramedics, and the limited information regarding the applicant’s 
whereabouts, Chief Inspector H said he was satisfied that the officers and staff had taken reasonable 
steps to establish who made the call and from what location, and had taken reasonable precautions to 
ensure the applicant was safe and well. He concluded by stating that the officers were justified in 
forcing entry into the property and that the complaint was not upheld.   

 
 
Our Review of Complaint 2 
 
Police Scotland has provided us with the applicant’s statement; both Sergeant’s statements; the 
incident report; a copy of the PNC record; and the phone call that was made to police. 
 
Similarly to complaint one, we can confirm that Chief Inspector H has accurately summarised the 
contents of the applicant’s statement. We note that the applicant also stated that, whilst he was at the 
police station to establish why entry had been forced to his property, he said that he showed the officer 
his call log as confirmation that he did not make the call. The applicant said he asked to listen to the call 
but was told he was not able to and was not given an explanation as to why. He said he was billed over 
one thousand pounds for a new door and believes that the police should have went to his bail address 
as he was not allowed at his own address at the time. 
 
Both Sergeant C and Sergeant D stated in their respective statements that they were informed on 22 
May 2016 that a male had called the police requesting an ambulance but did not disclose a location, 
and that when the call was terminated, attempts to re-contact the male were unsuccessful. They said 
that they were informed that the mobile number used to make the call had been used previously by the 
applicant at his home address, and therefore ambulance staff were requested to attend there. They 
said that the ambulance staff had knowledge of the applicant as he had made previous suicide 
attempts and that officers were therefore instructed to attend. Sergeant C and D said that the attending 
officers also received no response. Sergeants C and D said that they discussed the matter with each 
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other, and concluded that entry should be forced in order to check on the applicant’s welfare. They 
provided that their rationale for this decision was that the applicant had requested an ambulance and 
was thereafter uncontactable; that the paramedics had previous knowledge of suicide attempts by the 
applicant; and that they both had concerns the applicant was incapacitated inside and unable to 
respond meaning that preservation of life was their priority. Sergeant C and D further stated that, after 
entry was forced, they were informed by the attending officers there was no-one inside the applicant’s 
home, and that at 04:45 on the same date, the male contacted the police again, refused to disclose his 
location but said he was unhappy entry had been forced. They said they were unable to carry out a 
physical welfare check but that the applicant had confirmed he was safe and well. Furthermore, 
Sergeant C and D said a bail check would not have been carried out due to the circumstances and 
preservation of life was their priority.  
 
As part of our review, we have listened to the 999 call that was made to the police, alongside the 
subsequent police radio transmissions. We can confirm that a male requested an ambulance and when 
asked for his name, the line dropped. The operator then called the ambulance service and explained 
that an ambulance was required and provided the applicant’s name, home address and his mobile 
number. We note that the ambulance service called Police Scotland back to confirm they were at the 
address, had received no reply, and that they had been to the address the previous month when the 
applicant was feeling suicidal. The ambulance service therefore requested assistance from the police. 
When the police attended, they radioed and said that there was no answer at the door and the house 
was in darkness. The operator explained the circumstances to the officer and explained that the mobile 
number used had been used previously by the applicant at that address. The officer therefore 
requested and was granted authorisation to force entry given the circumstances and to confirm the 
welfare of the applicant. Another radio message came through to confirm that the police had searched 
the house and no one was inside. Officers also requested a joiner as the door had come off its hinges.  
 
We have also examined the relevant PNC record. We note that, at the time of the incident, the 
applicant’s bail address was recorded as being his friend’s address; however, we have also considered 
the content of the phone call and radio transmissions and note that Chief Inspector H has explained in 
his response that the preservation of life was the priority. We also observe that both Sergeants stated 
that, given the urgency of the situation, the bail checks would not be considered as a matter of course. 
 
The available evidence in this case suggests that officers had legitimate concerns for the wellbeing of 
the applicant given the limited information available to them at that time. We concur that there was a 
significant element of urgency and that to delay forcing entry to the applicant’s flat could have had 
potentially catastrophic consequences. Whilst we accept that, on this occasion, the applicant was not 
within his flat and did not require urgent medical attention; we consider that the officers acted in good 
faith and properly fulfilled their duty to protect life under section 20(1)(c) of the Police and Fire Reform 
(Scotland) Act 2012 (“the Act”). The Act has associated common law powers to enter a house or other 
building without a warrant for the purposes of protecting life and property. We also observe the relevant 
provisions of the Forced Entry SOP, which states that the overriding factor should always be the 
protection of life and property.  
 
For the reasons given, we consider that Chief Inspector H was justified in not upholding the applicant’s 
complaint. Furthermore, as the final response letter accurately reflects the material information 
available, we conclude that this complaint was handled to a reasonable standard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 2 
 
We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard.  
 
No further action is required of Police Scotland in relation to this complaint.  
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Complaint 3 

 
The applicant complained that the police submitted false information to the Procurator Fiscal about his 
conduct.  

 
Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 3 (upheld by the police) 
 
In his response, Chief Inspector H stated that the applicant said he contacted the Police because he 
had been assaulted and that, despite him explaining to the officers what had happened when they 
arrived, they issued everyone with Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN). The applicant said that when he read 
the police report, he knew it was lies; that the Procurator Fiscal was angry about the report; and that the 
case did not go ahead. 
 
Chief Inspector H explained to the applicant the process for occasions when a FPN is refused or 
unpaid. He stated that, when a ticket is unpaid (owing to the volume of tickets), a typist completes a 
pro-forma report using the details from the ticket. He said the pro-forma report is then submitted to 
Divisional Case Management to ensure that it complies with the provisions of the Scottish Crime 
Recording Standards. He said that if there is insufficient information on the ticket, it is referred back to 
the original officer for clarification and the case is then forwarded to the Procurator Fiscal.  
 
Chief Inspector H stated that Constable E said he was instructed to attend a named restaurant but on 
arrival, there was no sign of a disturbance. Constable E said that enquiries led him to the address of the 
applicant’s friend, where the officers were informed that the applicant and one of the males within the 
property had been fighting. Constable E then went to the applicant’s home and issued him with a FPN. 
Constable E said he was requested to submit a statement to the Procurator Fiscal in relation to the 
unpaid ticket and subsequently attended court in August 2017 regarding this incident. Constable E said 
he had been made aware of a Standard Prosecution Report on the morning he was due to attend court 
and had noticed that the report was factually incorrect. He therefore requested to speak with the 
Procurator Fiscal to explain that he had not submitted the report and had no knowledge of it until that 
morning.   
 
Chief Inspector H continued by stating that Constable F said that, when they arrived at the named 
restaurant, there was no sign of a disturbance; however, after making further enquiries, he issued a 
FPN to the applicants co-accused, and that Constable E issued a FPN to the applicant for a breach of 
the peace offence. This was because both the applicant and his co-accused admitted to being involved 
in a stand-up fight. Constable F said that he submitted a statement to the Procurator Fiscal stating that 
there was no disturbance on his arrival. 
 
Furthermore, Chief Inspector H stated that Sergeant J said that when Constable E returned from court, 
he advised her of the inaccurate Standard [Prosecution] Report in that it did not match his statement, 
and that he did not submit the report. Sergeant J said that she contacted Case Management in order to 
establish the procedure and was informed that a central processing team deals with unpaid FPN’s.  
 
Chief Inspector H said that Sergeant G stated she had checked the fixed penalty ticket and confirmed 
that it stated the applicant was involved in a stand-up fight and that the ticket was fully explained to him 
at the time. Sergeant G advised that the ticket did not establish the circumstances of the fight. 
 
Chief Inspector H stated that there appeared to be a wrongful assumption that the officers saw the 
applicant fighting during the administration process. He stated that, when completing the Standard 
Prosecution Report and noticing that there was insufficient information, it should have been sent back 
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to the first officer for clarification, but was not. He therefore upheld the complaint and apologised that 
the processes in place were not as robust as they should have been.  

 
 
Our Review of Complaint 3 
 
Police Scotland has provided us with copies of Constables E and F statements; Sergeant J’s 
statement; a witness statement; the incident report form; the Standard Prosecution Report (SPR), and 
the applicant’s statement of complaint.  
 
In his statement, the applicant said that, on 8 May 2016, he was at a friend’s house having drinks when 
another male, who was friends with the applicant’s friend, joined them. The applicant said the male 
picked a fight with him so he left the house and called the police requesting that they meet him at his 
home address. He said that two officers attended. He said he told them what happened, and that they 
then went to his friend’s house and gave all three of them FPN’s which he rejected and filled in to say 
that he wanted to go to court. The applicant said that, when he read the Police Report, he knew it was 
incorrect and said that on the day of the court case, the Procurator Fiscal was quite angry about it and 
the case did not go ahead. The applicant said the incorrect information within the SPR was that the 
officers said they witnessed the males engaging in a stand-up fight in the street.  
 
Having read Constable E’s statement, we can confirm that Chief Inspector H’s response has accurately 
summarised his position. Constable E said that he was requested to submit a statement in relation to 
the matter and was to appear in court in August 2017. He said that, whilst preparing on the morning of 
the court case, he noticed that there was a SPR that he was unaware of and had not personally 
submitted. He said that he immediately observed that the report was factually incorrect and requested 
to speak with the Procurator Fiscal to explain that he had not submitted the report, nor had he seen it 
until that morning. Constable E stated that the Procurator Fiscal informed him that the case would be 
abandoned, and that when he returned from court, he advised his supervisor of the circumstances. He 
said that his supervisor then made enquiries into the matter and established that a team based at a 
central office submitted the report.   
 
We also note that Constable F’s statement broadly supports Constable E’s position. He too stated that 
he was required to provide a statement and that at no point did he state that he observed the 
altercation between the co-accused males.  
 
We have also considered Sergeant J’s statement. She said that Constable E approached her and 
advised her that he had been at court to give evidence in relation to a case. She said that he told her 
that the Procurator Fiscal had made him aware that the [Prosecution] Report and his statement did not 
match. She said that Constable E told her that, when he looked at the case, it was unfamiliar to him; 
that he had not submitted the report; and that he was not aware that the applicant had not complied 
with the FPN until he received a citation to attend court. Sergeant J said she thereafter contacted Case 
Management to establish the procedure and was informed that a department at a central office deals 
with FPN’s. She further stated that it was not Constable E who submitted the case to the Procurator 
Fiscal as per normal procedures.  
 
Having examined the SPR that was submitted to the Procurator Fiscal, we can confirm that it does 
state that the constables had observed the applicant engage in a stand-up fight. Chief Inspector H 
stated that it appears that a wrongful assumption was made during the administration process when the 
report was compiled. He accepted that the information provided to the Procurator Fiscal was incorrect, 
and that the central unit responsible for the submission of the SPR should have contacted Constable E 
for clarification and to obtain additional details of the case prior to submitting the report. Chief Inspector 
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H correctly stated that there was a failure within the internal processes and offered the applicant an 
apology.  
 
We consider that the complaint response is supported by the available evidence, is sufficiently detailed, 
and is adequately reasoned. We therefore conclude that this complaint has been handled to a 
reasonable standard.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Emma Reid 
Review Officer 

 
Jacqui Jeffrey 

Senior Review Officer  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 3 
 
We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard.  
 
No further action is required of Police Scotland in relation to this complaint.   


